15 January 2010

Alas, we find ourselves at the end of a week. *gasp* And what more? WE’RE ALL DEAD. Except Brian of Kenny. Mmm Kenny. Since he won the assassins rounds, does that mean we all failed to beat Kenny? I dunno, another day or two and Warren would have been all set to go on a running riot. The master plan... Step 1) go to dinner with all of us. Step 2) Win. A successful porkchop dinner would then be organized in celebration. How ‘bout mah pizza Diah!

In Brief:

❖ Little Biran, you have been accused of BiNickminship of the First Degree. Your Sentence: One whole week without parties in Nick’s room.
❖ Uh oh, That Jon Character is on the move again. We’d better upgrade our waste basket capacity in response!
❖ Alex-uh! The Flip Flop Noise Reduction Manifolds are bursting at the seams! Quick! Deploy the Noise Cancellation Mammoths!
❖ Who knew? Bruce Willis does magic tricks?
❖ Rage Quit Ryan has been found rage quitting ever so much more. He’d better rage quit his rage quit program in order to stop rage quitting the rage quitting support group.
❖ Incoming GromerTron from the rear! Drop altitude!
❖ The Kaiser has proposed a Brian summit, where all Brians are summoned to appear to pledge their allegiance to the Anti-Gromer Federation. Don’t forget your riot shield.
❖ Oh no! The Fail Chair! Engage Nap Stabilization Arrays!

Wooly Weather Report

Transmission Received

It reads...

On Saturday, we can expect a slight snow shower, as well as a tub of butter which will fall from the sky. On Sunday, the weather is expected to change its mind and go with that whole thunderstorm business. But that won’t stop Jack Bauer from saving North America from the Butter Tub Storm. By Tuesday, the crisis will be over and Bowser will finally have time to get around to that pile of laundry. (Man, that’s gotta be hard on Ganon’s knees!) Be wary of the end of the week, however, for the Fiebelstorm is still coming. Oh yeah, and watch out for polar bears.
Now Hiring! Masey After Hours

Hey, you wanna know something? Jay Cutler is the most amazing person I know. And what's more? All those amazing Bears Triumphs we've witnessed this season-- they are all thanks to that wonderful man. Anyhoo, I'm off to go interview this new applicant-- some guy by the name of Weis. I hope he doesn't show up hungry or anything. Wish me luck!

MASEY AFTERHOURS. Coming to an afterhour near you. Beware of falling rocks.

WARNING: Insanitation Moose Breaks Loose

Here ye, hear ye, oh residents of Bursley! I bring news from the north! Harvest bars run wild and the tide of Roberts can no longer be turned back! The Insanitation Moose has broken loose and has trashed our most sacred ice machine! That cursed moose! What did that Paulus Kid do to that thing? He probably beat it in Brawl a bunch of times before it gave up and moved to the art school in response. Oh wait, I'm thinking of someone else. Blast! It must be that moose don't take too well to cardboard tubes. Moose--the all-sensitive creature. So docile, yet under stressful conditions, bound to erupt. And what's more, the Sanitation Llama is bound to return any day now-- when he finds out what happened under Jeff's watch.. somebody-uh gonna get-uh hurt.

As an unexpected side effect to the complete and total destruction of the dining hall, Ben Zhang Pass has reopened its passageways to all who seek the wisdom of Beating Kenny. Ben Monks encourage such travelers to stop by and meditate in the chaos of the Upper Moose War Zone. Experts note that the enhanced Bread Cart Detection Grid is sure to keep it open from any would-be bread marksmen. We leave the last word on Ben Zhang Pass to the man himself, Ben Zhang: “Uh, it’s kinda ghetto, if you know what I mean. More Headshots.”
Defcon Level Wrapup

Alright, at last we come to the final feature on DEFCON levels. Mwahahaha!

Subject: NICK
Affiliation: National Institute for Those Who Will Have No Time
- DEFCON 5: Doing homework while playing DotA.
- DEFCON 4: Playing DotA while doing homework.
- DEFCON 3: Doing homework with lights on.
- DEFCON 2: Door closed, headphones on, listening to music, Some DragonForce, something that’s telling me to rush faster. (NO TIME)
- DEFCON 1: Door closed, music off, but headphones still on. (If I think about this too fast, I’ll fail, so let’s turn the music off.

Subject: The Wild Joe
Affiliation: Da Brian Cave’s House o’ Pizza
- DEFCON 5: Bored to Death
- DEFCON 4: Playing Brawl
- DEFCON 3: Watching RoN
- DEFCON 2: Watching DotA
- DEFCON 1: Homework
**Subject:** Comrade Larsonivich  
**Affiliation:** Gidley’s House o’ SpongeCake

- **DEFCON 5**  
  Wandering into people’s rooms, distracting them from homework and sleeping on their beds.
  Going to class and sleeping.

- **DEFCON 4**  
  In room or West Lounge or Dude, doing homework with people
  Frantically doing homework and complaining about not getting enough sleep.

- **DEFCON 3**  
  Sleeping

That concludes today’s entry into this most noble of wooly literature.  
May ye cave stay warm and dry!